Imagine being able to accurately predict the final balance on an award, or how a change in your effort will affect the bottom line, or even catching potential proposal submission errors before they occur. With the ability to build Excel templates encompassing all these things, along with other functions both you and your PI would like to see, you can have a system which promotes efficiency, effectiveness and flexibility tailored to your department's perspective.

Unfortunately, some institutions frown (or outright prohibit) such “shadow systems” citing existing functionality in their accounting system or stating the resources they put into the current system outweigh the resources needed to build a second module. But make no mistake: although the institution’s software is the system of record and subject to audit, having checks-and-balances templates only enhances your due diligence while supporting your PI and, more importantly, the institution itself.

In building your own system(s), you can create transparency while developing personalized templates catered to the unique needs of the department. Whether it’s as simple as a grant/contract proposal template or a worksheet that includes more complex functions projecting spending through the life of the grant, this system can be a useful tool allowing even those with minimal Excel skills to obtain a quick status “snapshot” report.

Additionally, a successful system can establish a brand and identity for yourself as well as your department. In the creation of such systems, I find there are 3 major steps to success:

1. Decide what you want your template(s) to do: Is it salary projections? Expense reconciliations? Sub-recipient monitoring? A required documents checklist for a particular proposal? Or some combination of these things?

2. The second step will showcase your creativity: building your customized template. This includes functionality, data to be shown and understood as well as your vision realized.

3. Arguably the most difficult of steps has been saved for last: deciding its layout. Do you use colors? How many worksheet tabs? Will charts/graphs be useful or distracting the end user?

(Image 1) is a screenshot which mimics an institution’s finance system with the baseline “snapshot” template I built to mirror it. Its simplicity allows PIs a quick overview of a particular grant without getting bogged down by details, without needing to click around the institution’s system to find this info and without wasting any more time on their research!

For those researchers seeking more detail, they may need to delve further into the institution’s system whereas this same excel “snapshot” Excel template allows for expanded detail with the click of a button, in this instance, the salaries by person. To do this, they simply need to click the “+” button found to the left of particular expense categories to view the detail.

Many finance systems have complex algorithms/entry methods causing inaccurate projections - in particular, the biggest drivers of expenses: salaries and subcontracts. In an effort to keep this grant “snapshot” simple,
I incorporated a multi-tabbed workbook utilizing various tabs to itemize salary detail, subcontracts and Other Support (not shown). Those worksheets maintain a similar look and feel as the other sheets while being cross-referenced to this budget-to-actual “snapshot” template.

One final example of a template I built for proposal development (IMAGE 2). Much of it is automated allowing the PI to simply check off when a document is complete. It includes all the key data needed during a proposal: due dates, required documents and various workbook tabs and hyperlinks such as budget, contact info, etc. Further automation allows for auto-filled information required by an institution’s Sponsored Programs office in order to submit the proposal (ie. Letter of Intent, Cover sheet, etc.) on other tabs within the workbook (not shown).

With such a structure in place, you help build trust and transparency within the department allowing others to work with a system they can use and likely have knowledge in. Such a powerful program as Excel can do many things with much of its functionality being easy to learn and rewarding once implemented. Using some basic tips/tricks, you can wow your colleagues while creating a usable, PI-friendly resource.

To help get you started, here are 3 of my favorite time saving functions I find most useful:

1. **Grouping:** found in the “Data” tab at the top of the worksheet, this allows you to hide/unhide areas with one click. Simply highlight entire rows/columns and click the “Group” icon. A “-” will un-hide that section and when clicking the “+”, it hides it! To undo this at a later time, simply re-highlight the grouped section and click the “Ungroup” icon. (The function could also take the place of using the “Hide/Unhide” function.) Example: in the above “snapshot” template (IMAGE 1), PIs can view their expenses by cost category or itemize out for more detail by simply clicking the “+” options within the worksheet – in this instance, personnel detail.

2. **Conditional Formatting:** ever want a cell’s value to change colors based on its value? You can do so by highlighting the cell, going to the “Home” tab at the top of the screen and choosing “Conditional Formatting”, and then “Highlight Cell Rules”. Simply select the criteria you want to fulfill, type the value (or select the cell you want to reference) and choose which color scheme you want. (The function could also take the place of manually filling in cells with color.) Example: in the above “snapshot” template (IMAGE 1), the budget entered into the finance system (column AK) isn’t equal to Notice of Awards total (column AL) causing the red text to alert me of this discrepancy.

3. **Filtering:** This tool allows you to either sort or “filter” out variables within a column of data. Simply highlight the header row containing the data you wish to view a certain criteria for, then click the “Data” tab and select “Filter”. Click on the down arrow which now appears in the first row of the column and either select your sort preference or select the variables you would like to either see or not see without actually deleting any data! (The function could also the replace of using the “Sort” function.) Example: Every month, I download all detailed grant expenses from the grant Start Date then filter out all automated costs (ie fringe & F&A) so the PI can see the detail of their direct spending each month (feature not shown).

Other function favorites include: “Pivot Tables” which are used to summarize/consolidate massive amounts of data into a small group and
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“Workbook/Worksheet Protection” to lock information in place ensuring no one can edit either the formatting or data without your password.

In addition to the functions outlined above, here are 3 of my favorite formulas:

1. **“If” Clauses** (IMAGE 3): Have you ever wanted a cell to return a specific text if a certain condition is met or/true? By using the following formula in the cell where you want to see that value this can be done: =IF([Click on Desired Cell] [Insert Desired Formula] [“Including quotations, type what you want to know to be true”], [“Including quotations, type affirmative response”], [“Including quotations, type if your condition isn’t met”]). In this example, I’ve notified the F&A rate the institution is charging is not equal to the rate agreed upon by the funder.

2. **Calculate between dates:** knowing how much time is left in a grant period is critical. You can easily find out how many days remain by typing in: =DATEDIF([Click on later end date],[Click on earlier date],”m”).

3. **Concatenate** (IMAGE 4): sometimes I want a cell to display the values from at least 2 different cells in one cell. Here is that formula: =CONCATENATE([Insert 1st cell to reference], [Insert 2nd cell to reference], [Insert 3rd cell to reference]). In this example, I title my sheet by Grant Name and internal Grant Number.
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By having these visuals as well as seeing them work in real time, you can hopefully either get started or incorporate some of these ideas in your current system. I found if you want Excel to do something, it probably can - you just have to be creative in getting there. Whether it takes asking a colleague, referring to Excel’s “Help” option or even a few quick trips to Google and YouTube, you’re only a step or two away from the answer. Good luck! 
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